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Unna Kontio

Environmental motives in 
the Buddhist ecology

A study of Thich Nhat Hanh’s ecology, engaged practice and 
environmental activism 



Abstract 
Thich Nhat Hanh is one of the key actors in the contemporary engaged Buddhist practice. With his 
understanding of the traditional Buddhist doctrine, tradition and practice he constructs a view of 
ecology that he thinks encourage both the individual and the collective to environmentalist action. 
His cosmology is based on an understanding the reality as a non-dual, interconnected, 
interdependent and impermanent and sees all beings and the nature equal in their nature. He also 
bases his ethical and moral views on this cosmology and is an advocate for traditional Buddhist 
ethical and moral principles such as non-violence and non-judgementalism. The traditional doctrine 
of the 4 noble truths and the dependent co-arising is the base for his thought of why we should 
practice mindfulness with the goal of raising awareness of the true nature of reality and the 
environmental issues. According to him it is possible to stop the global warming with the use of 
mindfulness and action that are based on on the traditional Buddhist perception of cosmology and 
moral and ethical principles. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction
In this thesis I am going to study the views, thoughts and teachings of the Buddhist peace-activist 
and monk Thich Nhat Hanh and how he is using Buddhist beliefs, concepts, ideas and practices to 
motivate actions that can be understood as environmental activism. I will concentrate on how in his 
texts concepts such as ecology, the relationship between human beings and the nature and the 
environment are presented. I aim to analyse the aspects that encourage to action in them. I will give 
a short introduction to Nhat Hanh as a person to help the reader to understand why he and his texts 
are relevant to be studied from this perspective. I aim to provide a deep view of the Buddhist 
doctrine and tradition and present what relationship, value and responsibility both the individual and 
the collective has with it and how this understanding is linked with Nhat Hanhs ideas. The reader of 
this thesis will gain an understanding of the historical, spiritual and religious relevance of the 
subject. 

1.2 Purpose and research questions
The purpose of my study is to research how Thich Nhat Hanh uses and interprets the traditional 
Buddhist doctrine, its concepts, beliefs, ideas and practices to motivate his environmental activism. 

- How does Nhat Hanh construct a view on Buddhistic ecology by interpreting and using the 
traditional Buddhistic view on the world, nature, beings, non-beings and the relationship between 
them? 

- How does he motivate his activism from these ideas?

1.3 Material
As primary material in my study I am using two books written by Thich Nhat Hanh: Love letter to 
the earth written in 2013 and The world we have: a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology from 
year 2004. I chose these books because in my opinion they give a clear picture of the authors 
thoughts and views with a clear link to religious tradition even though they are targeted to a wider 
public. I would argue that these works are deeply theological in their nature. Nhat Hanh aims to 
motivate the reader to concrete action and engagement in environmentalism.

Love letter to the earth is more focused on the conceptual part of what I will focus my study on: 
Nhat Hanh giving a dogmatic picture on his world view and the value of the practice of 
mindfulness. The book is divided into 7 (including the afterword) chapters and contains 144 pages. 
The first chapter is merely focused on giving the reader a insight of Nhat Hanhs argument on how 
the interconnectedness of the world manifests in the reality and the enormous value that the earth 
and nature has. It simply gives a comprehensive view on the authors world view and cosmology and 
its grounds on the tradition itself. After the first chapter he starts to use the practices of mindfulness 
as a teaching mechanism and to back up his arguments he uses his cosmological view and his 
perspective on interconnectedness, dependent co-arising and the engaged nature of the Buddhist 
tradition. He uses karma and interconnectedness as a motivation to support his arguments on the 
human (both individual and collective) responsibility towards the nature. The book also includes 
“ten love letters to the earth”, where Nhat Hanh praises the earth and promises to respect and take 
care of it and act mindful towards others and the planet. This part rather sums up the book and Nhat 
Hanhs arguments in a holistic way. 

The other book from Nhat Hanh that I use as primary material in my study called The world we 
have: a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology. I would argue the book is more of a practical  
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work that encourages to pure action in the time-wise/historically contemporary context. It contains 
79 pages. Not that Love letter to the earth is not, but in this one there are more elements that can 
clearly be argued to encourage to activism and engaged action. The book is divided in three parts 
which all have their own chapters within. The different parts of the book are called 1. Collective 
awakening, 2. Our message is our action and 3. Practices for mindful living. Chapters one and two 
are focused on painting a picture of the current world state and the ethical and practical principles 
that Nhat Hanh bases his arguments of the required action on. He gives a lot of practical notes that 
can be seen as advices and literal motivation for action. Chapter three is focused on concrete 
mindfulness practices, such as guided meditation, to use in everyday life to appreciate the earth, 
nature, environment and others. These guided and/or concrete mindfulness practises are in my 
opinion the heart of Nhat Hanhs environmentalist work. According to him, there is no activism 
without mindfulness.  

As secondary material in my study I will use a variety of books and articles that analyse the author 
Thich Nhat Hanh and/or the concepts he uses in his texts that are relevant to my study. This material 
is especially helping me to understand what Nhat Hanh grounds his world view on. Especially 
Sallie B. Kings book Socially Engaged Buddhism (2009) has helped me achieve an understanding 
of the engaged nature of Buddhism in a larger picture than Nhat Hanh alone. Buddhist ecology has 
also been studied in a variety of perspectives. Works such as Dharma Gaia: a harvest of essays in 
Buddhism and ecology (1990) where one can find writings of multiple authors (including Nhat 
Hanh) addressing the themes, Buddhism and ecology - the interconnection of dharma and deeds 
(1997) by Mary Evelyn Tucker, Dharma rain (2000) which also collects texts from different authors 
(including Nhat Hanh) can be perceived as ground works in the literature about Buddhist ecology 
and the aspect of how one can find grounds to an engaged environmental practice in the Buddhist 
tradition.

1.4 Methodological prolegomena
As the method in my study I am using the hermeneutical method as the material consists of texts 
and I am focusing on how it is possible to interpret and analyse the authors writings. The 
hermeneutical circle that can be seen characteristic to the hermeneutical study will be useful in my 
study as well. The hermeneutical guidelines presented in the book The Rutledge handbook of 
research methods in the study of religion edited by Mikael Stausberg and Steven Engler and written 
by multiple different scholars, are something I am going to apply to my study. My aim is to reach a 
deep understanding of the texts and capacity to recognise my own, the historical and cultural 
context when analysing the use of concepts.1

I am focusing a lot on simply reading my primary material as Gilhus suggested in Stausberg and 
Engler to do as the starting point in my study. I’ll start by focusing on one book at a time and after I 
reach an adequate understanding of the authors proposition, I’ll analyse both of the texts in the same 
context. As it is stated by Gilhus in Stausberg and Engler, with the hermeneutical study method the 
goal is to study the different layers of the the meanings that can be found in the study materials such 
as literal and allegorical meanings.  With the study of the secondary material that I will be using in 2

my study, such as the books by Sallie B. King, Paul Williams and John S. Strong, I will be able to 
reach understanding of the writings of Nhat Hanh. With the knowledge of his cultural and 
traditional background in the Buddhistic tradition it will be easier to find the answers to my research 
questions in his texts. This will be done according to the second and third guideline of the 

 Gilhus, Ingvild Sælid. Hermeneutics. I The Routledge handbook of research methods in the study 1

of religion, s.277
 Ibid, s. 275–2762
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hermeneutical study-method presented in Stausberg and Engler that focuses on applying the cultural 
(and historical) context in to the study of the primary material and comparing this with the other 
actors of the field and/or with other studies been done of the topic.  Of course it needs to be 3

acknowleged as a limitation that I am only using 2 books from Nhat Hanh and I would get a better 
and broader perspective on his thoughts and the context if I would be studying his writings in a 
larger amount. But as by Gilhus in Stausberg and Engler, it is advised that I should be asking the 
texts that I study questions myself which I've done.  This is to find the different layers of the texts as 4

earlier stated. I will be focusing on the question, what is the question that the author wants to 
address and answer with his texts and why he thinks the method of literary style he is using is 
eligible and the most optimal? This will help me study Nhat Hanhs mindfulness teachings and to 
find the environmental activism motives in them. 

1.5 Previous research
There are some scholars that have been interested in how it is possible to interpret the Buddhist 
doctrines and practices and what Nhat Hanh writes and how he is doing that. Most of them are 
actors of the field of Buddhist ethics and interpretation of the ethics in a bigger picture than just 
ecology or environmentalism as such but it is an aspect in their work. In the age of a global 
environmental crisis, environmentalism and the ecological initiatives have been a topic of broad 
interest in the field of religion, not only Buddhism. Roger S. Gottlieb The Sacred Earth : Religion, 
Nature, Environment (2003) offers the reader a wide outlook on the ecological perspective in the 
contemporary theological field. 

Sallie B. King, whose book Socially engaged Buddhism and especially the chapter on ecology  have 5

offered me a great deal of help in my study. She has done much research in the field and also 
addresses Nhat Hanhs writings and teachings in her work. King focuses on Buddhistic movements 
in a contemporary context addressing the topic of how engaged action operates in the present-time 
but also offers a broad view on the ethical and moral grounds of the movement.  She also published 6

Engaged Buddhism: Buddhist liberation movements in Asia (1996) with Christopher S. Queen 
which addresses engaged Buddhism from an Asian context and perspective from both a historical 
narrative up to the present day.  King has researched Buddhism wider than only the engaged 7

perspective and this is also relevant to my study. (Socially) engaged Buddhism has been researched 
in various works by the leading names of the field. Literature such as Action Dharma: new studies 
in engaged Buddhism (2003) by Damien Keown, Charles S. Prebish, and Christopher Queen 
address engaged Buddhism in both Asian and Western context. Therefore it is relevant to say that 
there’s been a proficient amount of research on engaged Buddhism and most of it is also addressing 
Nhat Hanh as a person. My study focuses on the ecologically engaged nature of the movement 
which has been addressed in some of the works and even if not, the works are offering a fair amount 
of information of the ethical and doctrinal grounds of the movement which is essential to my study. 

 Gilhus, Ingvild Sælid. Hermeneutics. I The Routledge handbook of research methods in the study 3

of religions. 277–27
 Ibid, s. 2814

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.1185

 "Sallie B. King." Gale Literature: Contemporary Authors, Gale, 2009. Gale Literature Resource 6

Center, https://link-gale-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/apps/doc/H1000188218/LitRC?
u=uppsala&sid=LitRC&xid=827db5ad. Accessed 6 May 2020.
 "Sallie B. King." Gale Literature: Contemporary Authors, Gale, 2009. Gale Literature Resource 7

Center, https://link-gale-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/apps/doc/H1000188218/LitRC?
u=uppsala&sid=LitRC&xid=827db5ad. Accessed 6 May 2020
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The Buddhist doctrines, key principles and practices that Nhat Hanh uses in his work as we seen has 
been researched in large. Doctrines such as interconnectedness, interdependence and the non-dual 
nature of reality has been addressed in many works, for example in the books mentioned in 1.3,  
Dharma Gaia: a harvest of essays in Buddhism and ecology, Buddhism and ecology - the 
interconnection of dharma and deeds and Dharma rain. They focus on the (contemporary) 
Buddhist ecology and the the engaged nature of Buddhist practise. They have been linked to the 
Buddhist tradition and in my study it will help me to understand where Nhat Hanh bases his 
thoughts on, even some of them controversial to mainstream Buddhism.  When it comes to the 8

material as the academic articles that I am using as secondary material in my study, Many of them 
address not only Nhat Hanh but also the scholars I mentioned above. I am using in my study Simon 
P. James article Zen Buddhism and the intrinsic value of nature, Donald K. Swearer article An 
Assessment of Buddhist Eco-Philosophy, Fred W. Allendorf’s, Bruce A. Byers article Salmon in the 
Net of Indra: a Buddhist View of Nature and Communities and David R. Roy’s article Loving the 
World as our own body: the non dualist ethics of Taoism, Buddhism and deep ecology. These all 
address the topic of Buddhist ecology and how it is possible to link to the tradition and the how it 
has been constructed and interpreted. 

1.6 Limits of the study  
Nhat Hanh has published more than 100 books over his lifetime and picking just 2 to use in my 
study will limit the understanding of him and his way of thinking.  Even though my aim was to 9

choose the books that address the topics that I address in my study, the engaged nature of his works 
will be hugely limited by only using a small number of his work. Also picking just one actor will be 
limiting the picture and the result that it will give of the Buddhist tradition and its views, practices 
and doctrines. 
 

1.7 Disposition 
I will give an introduction on who Thich Nhat Hanh is and give an introduction to the traditional 
Buddhistic world view and ethics as well as an introduction to Buddhist activism/engaged 
Buddhism and Buddhist environmental activism/environmentally engaged Buddhism. In the main 
part of my study, chapter 3, I will focus on Nhat Hanh as an individual. I will begin with the 
introduction to his views on the Buddhistic world view and ethics and after that concentrate on his 
environmentalist and engaged motives and actions with both analysis of his views and concrete 
examples.  In the final chapter of my study, I will aim for a broad outlook of the analysis and the 
result(s) of it and connect the topics of the traditional Buddhist world view and ethics to Nhat 
Hanhs ecology and environmentalism. 

1.8 Concepts 
Ecology: Doctrine of the relation between the living beings and their living-environment. How 
organisms live and function in their habitats 10

Environment: Our surroundings. In this study the term is used to refer to the nature around us.
Environmental crisis: Refers to the ongoing climate-change that is happening on our planet 

 John S. Strong, Buddhism : an introduction, s.2688

 plumvillage.org hämtad 21/4/209

 NE http://www.ne.se.ezproxy.its.uu.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/lång/ekologi (hämtad 10

2020-04-16)
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Environmental activism: Action that aims to protect and conserve the nature and prevent (or slow 
down) the environmental crisis.
Non-dualism: Not-two, not separated. In the context of my study non-dualism refers to the 
Buddhist  view of the world as one entity where there is no separation between things or beings.  
Interconnectedness: (Also called interdependence and dependent co-arising) Everything can be 
seen to be connected to each other. In the context of my study, interconnectedness refers the nature 
of the reality as one connected entity where everything is and everyone are dependent on each 
others existence. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
2.1 Who is Thich Nhat Hanh?
Thich Nhat Hanh (1926-) is a Vietnamese Zen-Buddhist, monk and a poet who during the Vietnam-
war in the 1960s established the “Struggle Movement” as he claimed to politically be positioned in 
the middle, calling it the “third way”, and not for either the policies and actions of the Soviet-Union 
nor the USA but for life, for humans. He fled Vietnam after the war and lived in exile in Paris, 
France and founded a Zen-monastery called the Plum Village in the southern country. He can be 
seen as one of the biggest and most important names of Buddhist activism in the modern day: he 
has been striving for concrete actions for all sentient beings and he was the one who introduced the 
term (socially) engaged Buddhism which I will also be referring to in my study.  Nhat Hanhs 11

activism includes largely more than just the environmental aspect. He is a advocate for solving the 
problems of humankind such as poverty, hunger, disease and war. He works worldwide giving 
speeches and hosting retreats.  He has served as a chair of the Vietnamese Buddhist Peace 12

delegation and has been nominated for a Nobel peace price and can be seen also as one of the key 
actors of engaged Buddhism in “the West”.13

2.2 The Buddhist world-view and ethics 
Buddhism as a religion, philosophy and ideology is generally seen to be ‘green’ and ‘eco-friendly’ 
and in many ways, this can be argued to be true. It has been stated, especially in the modern 
Buddhistic literature, that environmentalism is a natural continuum to the Buddhist tradition.  This 14

is of course also the interpretation of a limited view on the Buddhistic tradition as it is widespread 
(both in numbers, branches and geographically) and it is impossible to get a wholly comprehensive 
understanding of its various doctrines and practices as a single religion and tradition, because it is 
not. For example the Indian Buddhistic literature views the value of nature and the relationship 
between humans and nature in a different way than in Japanese Buddhistic literature.  15

The Buddhist world-view is non-dual and this is strongly connected the environmental motives in 
the contemporary Buddhist world which will be addressed later on in my study.  Simplified that 16

means that all beings and non-beings are connected and dependent on each other and there is no 
separation as such in the world as it is only one reality. The non-dual cosmology can be found in the 
pre-Buddhistic Indian philosophy.  This non-dualistic perception of the world can be found in and 17

the interpretations of Avataṃsaka Sūtra where it explained how the Buddha (in this case the Great 
Illumination Buddha) and advanced boddhisattvas construct their cosmological view.  Avataṃsaka 18

Sūtra is often referred to when explaining the Buddhist, especially Mahayana, East-asian and Zen-

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.4–511

 Thich Nhat Hanh, Oxford bibliographies (hämtad 2020-04-01)12

 Sallie B. King, Transformative Nonviolence: The Social Ethics of George Fox and Thich Nhat 13

Hanh, s.6
 Donald K. Swearer, An Assessment of Buddhist Eco-Philosophy, 125–12614

 Stephanie Kaza, “To save all beings: Buddhist environmental activism” in Religion, Nature, 15

Environment, s. 300-301
 Thich Nhat Hanh, Love letter to the Earth, s.916

 Nationalencyklopedin, advaitavedanta. http://www.ne.se.ezproxy.its.uu.se/uppslagsverk/17

encyklopedi/lång/advaitavedanta (hämtad 2020-04-27)
 Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism : the doctrinal foundations, s.133–13418
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tradition, where Nhat Hanh finds his doctrinal grounds, non-dualistic cosmology and world view. 
The reality of existence can be reached in meditation which links to the importance of self 
cultivation and meditation practices in the tradition. The universe of Avataṃsaka Sūtra is called the 
Dharma-realm (dharmadhatu) which is like a dream kind-of universe, not seen by us but seen by 
the meditator. This Dharma-realm is a manifestation of all things empty, without self-essence and 
infinitely interpenetrating.  And as Paul Williams in his book Mahāyāna Buddhism: the Doctrinal 19

Foundations states “This is the universe of truth. This is the way things really are”.20

This links to the thought of interconnectedness, also called dependent co-arising as these non dual 
bodies (beings, non-beings etc.) are connected to and dependent on each other.  This view is 21

extremely non-anthropocentrical and non-egocentric as it advocates for the equality of all beings 
and advocates also the instinct value of beings when the focus and value does not lay on the 
instrumental value (i.e. what something can do or/and be worth as, often to humans) but has value 
just as it is, in tathata (eng. suchness, thusness).  The interconnectedness is the realisation that 22

consciousness does not have limits in us human as species but it can be found in all forms of 
existence.  This understanding of nature of being as non-dual and interconnected is more strongly 23

emphasised in Mahayana and East-Asian Buddhist tradition.  The Buddhist teaching of anatman 24

(eng. no-self) indicates also the non-dual reality of nature, the interconnectedness of all beings and 
the equality of all beings and this reality establish the ground for both Buddhist ethics and the world 
view.  The nature of no-self, anatman is the nature of giving up the perception of an existing “I”and 25

“ego” and the attachments to the (physical) world as such and is to view the existence of oneself as 
a part of the interconnected reality, not as an separate, permanent individual being.  As this topic of 26

the possible self was addressed Buddhism undertakes a progress of deconstructing the individual in 
5 skandhas (aggregates): 1. rupa (form, body) 2. Vedana (feeling, sensation) 3. samjna (perception, 
discrimitation) 4. samskara (volition, karmic constituent) 5. Vijnana (consciousness). As this 
“chopping up” is being done one can see that there is no existing “core” and all the different 
skandhas are impermanent and changing.  The deconstruction did not stop with the skandhas. The 27

Buddhist list also dharmas that can be understood as elements of reality in a atomism notion where 
there does not exist anything besides these, mental, material, emotional and volitional constructed 
elements.  The dharmas work as (extremely short) building blocks of reality.  This is seen as the 28 29

ground to the impermanent and interconnected nature of existence because of the 
interconnectedness and -dependence of dharmas and ever-changing nature of skandhas. This notion 
and doctrine of impermanence (anitya) is significant in Buddhist thought because it is the ground 
for the true nature of all beings-and non beings: the self, the nature and the reality.  Although the 30

Mahayanan-tradition were against this strongly atomist-embroidered way of perceiving. For 

 Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism : the doctrinal foundations, 134–13619

 Ibid, s.13520

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.11821

  Ibid, s.119–12022

 Joanna Macy, World as a Lover, World as a Self : a guide to Living Fully in Turbulent times, s.32 23

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.12124

 David R. Roy, Loving the World as our own body: the non dualist ethics of Taoism, Buddhism 25

and deep ecology, s. 258-259
 Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism : the doctrinal foundations, 2 26

 John S. Strong, Buddhism : an introduction, s.235–237 27

 Ibid, s.240 28

 Ibid s.45329

 Ibid, s.241 30
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example in the Heart-sutra, one of the most important texts of Mahayana and East-Asian tradition, 
the Buddha Avalokitesvara comes into notion that all these skandhas and dharmas are empty in 
their nature.  Referring to what they are not, independent and invisible “atoms”, where the 31

Buddhist principle of emptiness (śūnyatā) arises. And this notion transfers also to the impermanent 
non-existing self, anatman. The Mahayanist thought if the individual is empty why would the 
skandhas and dharmas be empty in their nature as well?32

When many of us think about a Buddhist-person, what pops up into our mind is a picture of a 
peaceful, vegetarian monk who loves to meditate. This idea is of course quite generalising and 
narrow but it has some truth to it. The Buddhist tradition holds a principle of ahimsa (eng. non-
violence) and compassion that includes all sentient beings i.e. all living things. Buddhism 
acknowledges the suffering of animals as they are sentient beings with awareness and therefore also 
can feel pain like the human being. According to the Buddhist tradition all sentient beings revolving 
in the wheel of samsara and affected by karma and humans can be reborn as animals and vice 
versa.  It has been debated if non-living beings (rocks, trees etc.) are acknowledged as sentient 33

beings but according to many Mahayanan and East-Asian Buddhist thinkers, they are.  In East-34

Asia , Buddhism has been influenced by the indigenous traditions such as daoism and shinto where 
nature and it’s beauty have been valued and praised.  The famous Japanese Buddhist poet and 35

philosopher Dōgen, who claimed that all beings, sentient or non-sentient have the Buddha-nature 
i.e. all things manifest the reality and truth of existence and potential of reality.  36

Recognizing all sentient-beings and in many cases also the non-sentient- beings as a part of the non-
dual entity transfers to the thought of things having a so called Buddha-nature, which implies that 
one has a potential to become a Buddha themself, as they have a natural quality chanda (eng. 
intention) and therefore will and aim to strive to be better and closer to the truth.  The potential 37

Buddha-nature is seen to be reached with self cultivating practices such as meditation. The goal is 
enlightenment as is shown in Buddhas teachings. It is exemplified in the doctrine of the fourth of 
the noble truths that are likely the most famous Buddhistic teaching : 1. the existence of dukkha, 2. 38

the cause of dukkha (samudya), 3. the end of dukkha (nirodha) and 4. the right eightfold path as 
guidelines to reach the enlightenment (magga).  I will now present a closer look on the doctrine of 39

the Four Noble Truths. 

To come to the realisation of the existence of dukkha is to understand the reality of existing and 
being. A more modern term and translation to dukkha used by scholars is stress. It is not only 
individual, separate small moments that are stressful or cause stress is the whole nature of being 
alive that is! It is like the ground feature of our world and being.  The cause of this origin of this 40

existential stress is caused by the previously mentioned, illusinational “I” and “ego” that has desires 

 John S. Strong, Buddhism : an introduction, s.451–45231

 Ibid, s.45332

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.12033

  Thich Nhat Hanh, Love letter to the Earth, s.1134

 Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.12235

 Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism : the doctrinal foundations, 119 36

  Sallie B. King, Socially engaged Buddhism, s.2137

 John S. Strong, Buddhism : an introduction, s.248 38

  Right understanding, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 39

mindfulness, and right meditation
 John S. Strong, Buddhism : an introduction, s.249 40
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and gets attached to things with the thought on that the reality is permanent and things are 
permanent as well. 

This continuous arising of stress can be described with the terms and means of the dependent co-
arising that according to John B. Strong can be summed in a statement from Yamada: “When this is, 
that is; this arising, that arises. When this is not, that is not; this ceasing, that ceases”.  This is often 41

understood to be the Buddhas teaching not only how the reality arises and the cause of it but also 
how it ceases just like the teaching of the four noble truths do not only explain the arise and cause 
of dukkha but also the cessation of it.  The formula of dependent co-arising varies but the matter 42

does not change; it illustrates the links between the things that condition each other. For example 
birth conditions to aging and feeling conditions to craving etc. But even though there are conditions 
between the links there are no causes as such and that is the pathway out from it: breaking the chain 
with the efforts towards liberation.  Like with the understanding of the illusion that we have 43

created our perception of reality to be, one is able to make a change and understand the true nature 
of being as the impermanent, interconnected and interdependent and shift from the dualistic way of 
thinking to the non-dualistic truth and break free from the karmic circle and dukkha that the 
permanent self causes with it’s wants and desires.  Where the liberation from the karmic-cycle 44

leads is Nirvana. That is the ultimate goal of all of the Buddhist, attained in various different ways 
and over various lengths of time, but all doing and non-doing eventually leads to this goal.  What it 45

is, is not easily or probably even possibly explained.  There can be seen to exist two different types 46

of Nirvana in Buddhist texts, the one that comes from the awakening (nirvana-with-a-psycho-
physical-substratum remaining) and what an enlightened person, a Buddha or arhat reaches after 
dying, parinirvana, that can be understood as a deeper form of extinction (without-a-psycho-
physical substratum remaining).47

The fourth of the Noble truths and the right eightfold path is the method to reaching Nirvana. It 
differs from Buddhistic tradition to another how the journey is to take in the most favourable way, 
but the message remains as one that follows the guidelines of the path will eventually reach the goal 
of Nirvana.  It consist of number of practices called anga (eng. libs). These are: 1. Right view 2. 48

Right application of the mind 3. Right speech 4. Right action 5. Right livelihood 6. right effort 7. 
Right mindfulness and 8. Right concentration. These eight are usually split in to three groups: 
Prajna (wisdom), sila (moral discipline) and samadhi (meditation).  As stated before, these are 49

interpreted differently when it comes to tradition and it is viewed differently how to act optimally 
according to the path. 

As we can see, the world view and ethics are very closely linked to and dependent on each other 
doctrinally in the Buddhistic tradition. The cosmology builds a ground for the moral and ethical 
principles. How the Buddhist doctrines are interpreted differs from tradition. In summary of chapter 
2.2, the Buddhistic world is non-dual and characterised by interconnectedness and interdependence 
of beings and non-beings. This way of thought can be found in for example Avatamsaka Sutra. This 
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way of perceiving the world has a great effect on the view of the human and the individual being. In 
the Buddhistic tradition where the reality is interconnected and interdependent there are no self in a 
way there would exist an permanent, non changing  “I”. Buddhistic tradition hold the principle of 
anatman (no-self) who are impermanent and empty. The ethical and moral motives of the tradition 
are strongly linked to the doctrine of karma and the potential to Buddha-nature with the self 
cultivating progress. The end goal of all practice is Nirvana, enlightenment which is to break free 
from the karmic-cycle and the suffering and stress (dukkha) that the false perception of reality 
causes us. This can be reached with following the Right eightfold path that can be found in the 
doctrine of the Four noble truths.  

2.3.1 Buddhist activism / engaged Buddhism
Engaged Buddhism as earlier stated is a term developed by Thich Nhat Hanh. It speaks for a 
Buddhist practice that actively connects with the present contemporary world and takes stand in 
social, political and/or ecological phenomena.  It is a movement of the 20th century even the 50

advocates, such as Nhat Hanh emphasises, that it grounds on the historical tradition and its concepts 
and practices as the action are based on and motivated by Buddhist principles that can be found in 
the doctrine and practices. Engagement means a shift from the action and thought, motivated by and 
grounded on ego-centrism and anhtropocentrism to a more objective view on the world.  The 51

action and engagement is seen as a natural continuum as a result of the interpretation of the 
Buddhist doctrine, cosmology, principles and practices.  The karmic affect of all action and even 52

thought seems to be affecting the individual. It is also stated that others karma affects oneself as 
well. Nath Hanh, according to Sallie B. King, claims that the karmic affect that goes beyond the 
individual is a cause of causality, continuity and interconnectedness. As the world being an 
connected one entity all individuals are connected to others actions and should therefore be concern 
by them.  Observation and realisation of the instinct value of nature, practicing non-violence and 53

loving-kindness in concrete action trying to affect contemporary, social, political or ecological 
issues is seen as the righteous form of Buddhist practice.54

2.3.2 Buddhist environmental activism 
Engaged Buddhism is a movement that focuses on more than only the environmental aspect i.e. the 
political and/or social. I previously presented the doctrinal motivations of the engaged nature in 
practice, like the strong emphasis on the concept of interdependence, the non-dual reality and the 
instrinct value of nature, but how do these manifest in the environmental work? According to 
Stephanie Kaza, Joanna Macy suggest Buddhist environmental work is “the third turning of the 
wheel of dharma” as the teachings of interconnectedness is put into work in the contemporary 
context.  Nhat Hanh is seen as one of the key actors and activists in the Buddhist environmental 55

activism-movement.  In the west Buddhist ecology came to the fore as a topic in the 1970s with 56

other movements that were engaged in their nature, ecological issues began to gain popularity in 
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concern and when Buddhism became more popular overall.  One of the first concrete Buddhist 57

environmentalist actions in the West to be mentioned was Joanna Rogers Macy’s, a Buddhist 
scholar and activist who has focused a lot of her activist work on nuclear guard ship and John 
Seeds, a Buddhist and rainforest-protection activist,  “council of all beings” that held meditations to 
raise awareness for the suffering of other beings that bases on the thought of interconnectedness of 
beings and non-beings.  Other initiatives to be mentioned, and not only focusing on the Western 5859

context are for example Thailand’s ecology monks that work against deforestation in Thailand with 
the help of both education and ritual with both focus on the religious meaning of their work and 
practice.  The Zen Mountain Monastery, a Zen environmental studies institute led by Zen master 60

John Daido Loori in Japan .61
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Chapter 3: The Study   
3.1 Thich Nhat Hanh’s world view and ethics  
I will begin this chapter of my thesis by presenting how Nhat Hanh constructs his world view in the 
books Love letter to the earth and The world we have : a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology. 
After that I will present Nhat Hanhs interpretation of the Buddhistic ethics which I introduced in the 
previous chapter but in this chapter I aim to focus more on Nhat Hanhs ethical views as an 
individual. 

3.1.1 Worldview - an non-dual interconnected reality 
Thich Nhat Hanh’s cosmology is strongly based on the thought of non-duality and 
interconnectedness which is mostly the accepted way of perceiving the world order in the Buddhist 
tradition. This can also be seen as a framework for his arguments in the ethical and environmental 
topics. The non-dual nature of being he argues, manifests in that we are the earth (we exist in the 
earth) and she is us (the earth exists in us). This interpenetrating of bodies and entities can be linked 
to the Avatamsaka Sutra that was presented in the previous chapter. This way of thought is 
advocating non-separational way of thinking that he bases on Buddhas realisation of dependent co-
arising.  The Buddha called this interconnectedness paticca samuppada.  Dependent co-arising 62 63

according to Joanna Macy is the structure of reality as an interdependent progress.  This can also 64

be understood as Nhat Hanhs perception of the nature of dependent co-arising. This interconnection 
of all things creates a reality where birth or death as such, does not exist. All things, beings and non-
being exist in different times and in different forms but with the principle of impermanence the 
reality is always ultimately the same, just a different manifestation of itself.  This way of thinking 65

has two different levels: time and space as it is presented by Allendorf and Byers in the article 
Salmon in the Net of Indra: a Buddhist View of Nature and Communities where they analyze Nhat 
Hanhs view on the interconnectedness of our ecological systems. In the evolutionary (time) level all 
beings are interconnected to their past, such as their ancestor and in space, they are connected to the 
ecological process and relationships.  This interconnected and dependent reality that builds up 66

Nhat Hanhs world view is simply explained with a Buddhist proverb Jewel net of Indra that can be 
found in the previously mentioned Avatamsaka sutra where the reality and all beings are seen as a 
net made of jewels. In every individual jewel you can see the reflection of all the others and the net 
as a whole. Nothing can exist on its own and it needs all the others to sustain its being . As Nhat 67

Hanh writes in Love letter to the Earth: “we need to recognize that the planet and the people are 
ultimately one and the same. When we look deeply at the earth, we can see she is a formation made 
up of non-earth elements: the sun, the stars and the whole universe”.  And he continues: “Similarly, 68

when we look deeply into the Earth, we can se the presence of the whole cosmos”.  This is a 69

perfect example how Nhat Hanh builds up his view of the interconnected reality of things just as the 
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jewels in the net of Indra. In summary Nhat Hanhs thinks that all beings and non-beings build up a 
non-dual reality where they all are interconnected and dependent on each other and therefore total 
equality and intrinsic value of things applies. 

3.1.2 Ethics and morals 
In Buddhism, the construction of ethical and moral principles can be seen to have a strong link to 
the construct of the world view. Joanna Macy, in her paper on dependent co-arising addressing this 
link, states that Clifford Geertz in his theories of the nature of religion claims there is linkage 
between those two areas when it comes to religion. She writes: “Geertz suggests that world view 
and ethics are inseparable, because they constitute a mutually conditioning system each validating 
and reinforcing the other”.  This connection that Geerz and Macy argues to exist is also apparent in 70

Nhat Hanhs writings. Between his arguments and teachings he travels between the worlds of 
cosmology and ethics as they construct a base for the reasonings he holds and the interconnection 
and interdependence of these two worlds of principles occur evident. 

This interconnectedness and non-duality as way of perceiving and understanding the cosmology 
promotes non-separation as a motivation for non-speciesism and non-anthropocentrism, a total 
equality between beings and non-beings. Nhat Hanh argues that humans are self-centred and have 
distanced themselves from the planet and that is the root of our negative emotions. But with 
understanding this reality, advaya jnana - understanding the deeper non-dualistic nature of of being, 
we can both get rid of these negative emotions and fear and transform the relationship with the 
cosmos and our surroundings. This means accepting the non-separation between us and the nature 
and the fact that all things are just different manifestations of the non-dual and non-permanent 
reality.  He argues that we have a false perception of a total autonomy of bodies that the modern 71

ego-centric society has constructed. In truth we belong and are attached to the interconnected 
reality, to the jewel net of Indra. This puts us in a position of responsibility and respect both to 
ourselves and others.  When we accept the earth as our home we can also accept fear of death and 72

the necessity of suffering and stress (dukkha) and realising that we are just returning to earth as a 
part of the transformational and progress and the continuity that the reality is.  In Love letter to the 73

earth Nhat Hanh illustrates multiple times that the planet we live on is our mother. He describes the 
earth as a kind of a provider, just like a mother could be seen as. He argues that the earth is just like 
our biological mother, we carry her genes in us and that is an argument for interconnectedness 
between us humans and other beings and non-beings and the planet.  In Nhat Hanhs texts it can be 74

argued nature has intrinsic value (as in opposite to the instrumental value). The intrinsic value is 
something that just exists on its own, not as a value to or for someone.  This perception can be seen 75

as a base for ecology that advocates equality. He argues that the realisation of nature of 
interconnectedness that I earlier presented and the potential enlightenment of all beings is the base 
for the awareness of the non-dual reality.76
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The ethical and moral principles of Buddhism are based on Dharma, that is the teachings of the 
Buddha and Buddhas own examples.  Before Buddha passed to Parinirvana he claimed that his 77

physical body dies but his dharma-body, his teachings remains in this world. The moral example of 
the Buddha is put into action in the doctrine of Buddha-nature/boddhisattva-path. In that it is 
illustrated what beings can aim for and how they should morally and ethically act (or not-act) in 
their lives. The Buddha is seen as a kind of an paragon of moral behaviour and this Nhat Hanh 
agree to. Nhat Hanhs in his book The world we have:  a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology, 
argues for the necessity of a global ethic.  His proposition of an global ethic is relevant to our time 78

and this he bases on the thought of the ever-changing nature of things, impermanence and therefore 
also the ever-changing character of the Buddha-nature and Dharma.  But even he claims that the 79

moral and ethical behaviour that should be practiced is bonded to the historical and social context 
he still is an advocate for Buddhist ethical ideals and principles such as non-violence, non-
judgementalism, non-discrimination and mindful consumption in all lives aspects such as eating and 
drinking.  In summary it can be claimed that the principles stay the same in their core but the 80

interpretation is contextual. Both non-judgementalism and non-dicrimination are linked to the 
Buddhas realisation of the interconnectedness of beings and things. In The world we have: a 
Buddhist approach to peace and ecology, Nhat Hanh tells a story about a corn-seed that grows into 
a corn-plant. He says the realisation that the plant, even in different form is the seed and that is how 
we should perceive all things as our seeds as we are, even if it’s not appeared to be self evident, 
dependent and composed of them. This applies to both human and non-human beings and that is 
why Nhat Hanhs way of thinking can be seen to advocate non-separationalism and non-
anhtropocentrism but also equality between groups of people such as nations, races etc.81

He also links his ethical and moral principles that he thinks should be followed, especially in an 
environmental context, to the Boddhisattva Earth-Holder Dharanimdhara from the Diamond Sutra 
and this is a perfect example of the boddhisattva ideal/path that is used widely in the (Mahayana) 
Buddhist tradition to illustrate the ethical and moral aims.  The boddhisattva is someone that not 82

only acts according to the Buddhist ethical and moral principles but also helps other beings to attain 
enlightenment.  The boddhisattva will not rest but always come back to help release the suffering 83

of other sentient beings.  He is using Boddhisattva Earth-Holder Dharanimdhara to examplify this 84

ideal behaviour in an environmental context to illustrate the action that he is engouraging the reader 
to. The principles of non-violence, non-judgementalism, non discrimination and mindful 
consumption in Nhat Hanh’s texts can be linked to the Buddhist idea of karma. Following these 
principles, according to Nhat Hanh, will create a good kind of karmaphala - fruit of action. These 
effects can be of course also negative, if the action or thought is not right-minded and that will not 
only harm the individual but all life, as it is illustrated with the principle of interconnectedness.  85

The Four noble truths are seen as one of the root principles to the Buddhist doctrine, presented by 
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the Shakyamuni Buddha directly after his enlightenment.  The understanding of the existence of 86

the suffering can be tied to Nhat Hanh’s way of viewing the Buddhist ethics from an contemporary 
point of view. I would argue that the human suffering and stress (dukkha) as well as causes of it can 
be linked to their historical contexts. The suffering and stress we experience is linked to both of the 
forms of the interconnectedness (time and space). The suffering that is linked to the collective 
consciousness and our own time is the one that is non-permanent and tied to the contemporary state 
of the world.  To trace this back to Nhat Hanh, he recognises the cyclic impermanence as a 87

necessary part of life. Everything dies eventually, we, the planet and the civilisation and according 
to him climate crisis is a early sign of the death of this civilisation.  In many, this maybe causes an 88

“whatever-effect” but recognising the nature and reality of impermanence and change is healing and  
fundamental in all the aspects of healing, individual, collective, social and ecological and according 
to Nhat Hanh absolutely not insignificant which we will get a deeper understanding in the next 
chapter. 

This understanding of the Nhat Hanh interpretation of the Buddhistic world view and cosmological 
and natural order and how the Buddhistic ethics are connected to that system and how they are 
possible to construct. It is a perfect base to continue to how Nhat Hanh uses this to motivate his 
environmentalist thoughts and actions.

3.2 Thich Nhat Hanh’s environmental activism 

3.2.1 “Every Buddhist practitioner should be an 
environmentalist” - Introducing Nhat Hanhs 
environmentalism 
As in the previous chapter mentioned, Nhat Hanh is the founder of the term engaged Buddhism 
which is a movement and ideology that advocates concrete action in behalf of the Buddhist 
tradition, doctrine and practice. In his book The world we have : a Buddhist approach to peace and 
ecology he claims: “If it’s not engaged, it can’t be called Buddhism”  and “every Buddhist 89

practitioner should be an environmentalist” . With this Nhat Hanh argues that the engaged and 90

environmentalist nature comes instinct to the tradition and it is not just for “the pros”, it is for 
everyone; monks, nuns and laypeople to practice and embrace in everyday life. He writes “Engaged 
Buddhism means the activities of daily life combined with the practice of mindfulness”.  As seen, 91

Nhat Hanh is an advocate for self cultivating practices such as meditation and appreciating the 
small, everyday things in life with the help of mindfulness. It is an notable part of his 
environmentalist embroidered texts and he even claims that engaged Buddhist work is not possible 
without the aspect of mindfulness practice.  He claims that the technological innovations will not 92

alone help us out of the climate crisis but we need to cultivate a spiritual environmental awareness 
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as well to work our way out from the global climate crisis.  The spiritual revolution that Nhat Hanh 93

advocates for starts within the individual which the Buddhist practise often is seen to concentrate on 
but he argues we are in need of a much broader, a collective spiritual revolution. I will present how 
Nhat Hanh’s cosmology and ethics effects and builds a ground for his engaged Buddhist 
environmental arguments and action and how it in appears in actuality.

3.2.2 The cosmology behind the environmentalist action 
Nhat Hanh links his environmentalist-message strongly to his cosmological understanding and 
perception and thoughts about the human potential and positioning as a whole. His way of 
perceiving the world as an interconnected, non-dual reality as it displays in Avatamsaka sutra lays 
the grounds and motivations for his eco-friendly messages. In Love letter to the earth he writes “We 
have to change our whole relationship with the Earth”.  The interconnectedness of things as the 94

jewels in the net of Indra has been linked to the interconnection of the ecosystem in contemporary 
Buddhist ecology which also Nhat Hanh does.  He claims that the anthropocental way of thinking 95

that the contemporary society can be characterised with must be abandoned. He claims that we need 
to understand that when harming the earth we are also harming ourselves but we do not have the 
understanding for that because of the alienation that has happened from the earth in the modern era. 
When understanding the sickness of our own body we can (and will) understand the sickness of the 
planet and start the healing process of them both.  The thought of interconnectedness can be seen 96

as a ground to many of his arguments. The understanding that we inter-are he claims to be 
motivation for non-discrimination and non-violence and this is based on the thought that when we 
harm other beings or non-beings we harm also ourselves and everything else as well.  This is 97

strongly connected to the Buddhist doctrine of the Four noble truths. Nhat Hanh argues that 
following the Four noble truths and the mindful path our suffering can end and when we are able to 
end our own suffering we are able to end the earths suffering as well. This requires collective 
enlightenment which I will address more deeply later on in my study.  98

3.2.3 Mindfulness that leads to action
As earlier stated that the Buddhist ethics claims everything is impermanent and therefore always 
relevant for their historical and social context, so are the environmental ethics as well. Nhat Hanh 
argues that “the Buddha of our time wants to restore harmony, cultivate brotherhood and sisterhood, 
protect all the species of the planet, prevent deforestation and reduce the emission of toxic gases” . 99

He also argues that as everyone of us has the Buddha-nature within themselves we are adequate to 
follow the path of the Buddha. This is where the self cultivating process comes in. It requires 
individual practice to reach the understanding of the state of reality. Nhat Hanh writes: “ We will 
resolve the question of what we mistakenly call the ‘environmental problem’”. The earth is not just 
the environment. The earth is us. Everything depends on whether we have this insight or not”.  100

Nhat Hanh argues that the arousal of individual self awareness and healing goes hand in hand with 
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the healing of our planet.  In his book The world we have : a Buddhist approach to peace and 101

ecology begins with the Nhat Hanh telling the reader “the bells of mindfulness are sounding” to 
wake the reader up to the notion that the solving environmental crisis and global warming requires 
mindful awareness of the people.102

According to Nhat Hanh the mindfulness begins with the awareness of breath which will help us to 
become less alienated from our bodies and the earth. This will bring us clarity and help us calm 
down when facing our every-day problems and the bigger issues such as the climate crisis.  With 103

the help of mindfulness practices we will understand the impermanent truth of things and the 
negative emotions that were caused by our attachment to the idea of a permanent self and 
permanent things will no longer cause us suffering and provoke negative and destructive 
behaviour.  The mindful breathing is strongly linked and emphasised in meditation practice which 104

Nhat Hanh is a huge advocate for.  His perception of mindfulness is universal, including all 105

human beings, not only for Buddhist practitioners.  These two principles, meditation and 106

awareness of ones own breath are the foundations of the individual practices of self-cultivation and 
mindfulness. Nhat Hanhs mindfulness is connected to all aspects of life such as mindful walking, 
eating and listening. To simplify, he can be seen to encourage one to do everything in his life with 
awareness and appreciation so that one will reach a deeper understanding in both their own as well 
as the earths suffering, after which healing will begin.  He claims the change of the individual is 107

necessary to start the healing of the planet, and one can not happen without the other.  108

A summary of the five mindfulness trainings from Nhat Hanhs book The world we have : a 
Buddhist approach to peace and ecology : 109

1. Practice compassion for and protection of all forms of life
2. Have loving kindness towards all beings 
3. Avoid all sexual misconduct 
4. Practice loving speech and mindful listening 
5. Practice mindful consumption 

I argue that these guidelines give a comprehensive picture of what Nhat Hanh advocates for in his 
teachings of mindfulness. They address both the individual and the collective aspect such as the 
“everyday” and more severe and serious problems that are universal and not attached to Buddhism 
and strictly to a religious context.

3.2.4. Mindful consumption is the key 
The fifth mindfulness teaching is the one Nhat Hanh argues will offer us the way out from the 
environmental crisis. He writes: “mindful consumption is the way to heal ourselves and heal the 
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earth”.  When we hear the word consumption we automatically think about things like food, drink 110

and material according to Nhat Hanh. We also consume in a sensory level, with our intentions and 
volitions and with our consciousness and following and practicing this teaching requires of course a 
holistic understanding of it.  111

Nhat Hanh argues that practicing mindful consumption is respectful towards others, oneself, your 
future, your past and the planet. He exemplifies this with the vegetarian diet that the Buddhist 
practitioners (not all) have been following for thousands of years to practice and show compassion 
for other living beings, and to practice non-violence (ahimsa), by not eating them. According to him 
this does not only show compassion towards the animals but also oneself and the planet as recent 
studies show eating meat is harmful for both our bodies and the planet.  Nhat Hanh proposes that 112

everyone should cut their meat consumption at least to half from now as a form of environmental 
action but also a mindful action and form of self respect. In Love letter to the Earth he also 
addresses the topic of mindful consumption when it comes to food and drink. He links the 
consumption to mindfulness and finds that being mindful is the way to find a way to consume 
within needs and limits.  This links back to the interconnected nature of reality where all beings, 113

non-being, actions and non-actions affect each other and is an adequate example on how the 
concrete environmentalist action grounds on the Buddhistic cosmology and ethics. In Love letter to 
the earth he writes for example: “looking deeply into your tea, you see that you are drinking 
fragrant plants that are a gift from the Mother Earth… The tea contains the whole universe”.  Nhat 114

Hanh gives out five contemplations when it comes to mindful eating and drinking that connects 
both the realisation of the nature of our food as a part of our interconnected reality but also the 
respect toward all beings and non-beings and a motive to follow the vegetarian diet or reduce the 
meat consumption that I mentioned earlier. The 4th of these contemplations inhere: “May we keep 
our compassion alive by eating in such way that we reduce the suffering of living beings, preserve 
our planet, and reverse the process of global warming”.115

3.2.5 Karma - the individual and the collective
Karma is something that Nhat Hanh also addresses in his texts. He sees karma to be ‘our legacy’ 
that is possible to link to the practices of mindfulness. When we give up negative thoughts and 
actions caused by negative emotions we will create good karma. As earlier stated these good 
thoughts and acts can start a healing process in both ourselves, in our bodies and in the world.  116

Because of the nature of interconnectedness and therefore the true nature of the non-existing birth 
and death cycle as we think it exists (as when we die, also our mental body - such as thoughts and 
the energy created by our actions would die) your karma will never disappear.  This karma, power 117

of thought has, according to Nhat Hanh a more forceful effect in groups. He claims collective 
concentration to be far superior to individual. This collective healing, insight and awakening 
process will therefore also effect the healing of the earth more.  Nhat Hanh believes Buddha 118
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advices to action, because karma is action.  He also believes all beings has the Buddha nature and 119

therefore we all have potential to be like the Buddha himself, think like him and perceive the world 
like him. This also includes, according to Nhat Hanh, the dimension to help others to find insight 
and practice together as a collective.  That is why the change can and should happen in much 120

broader dimension than just the individual. Nhat Hanh argues that we should change within our 
communities; families, nations etc. As stated before the positive karmaphala is more effective in 
groups and that’s why the cultivation of awareness is crucial to happen in bigger groups. He thinks 
that individual insights will help collective insights which will lead to group action.  This is the 121

process of healing of the individual, the society and the environment.  Understanding the negative 122

effects of separation and boundaries that I stated before are characteristic to the contemporary and 
often nationalistic (or in any form separational, oppositional) way of thought is also something that 
Nhat Hanh argues is negative for the environment. When we set boundaries between people, 
nationalities, ethnicities and/or religions we are not able to se the collective responsibility that we 
have over the planet.  This is why moving broader than just the individual awareness is required 123

and Nhat Hanh argues that a collective awakening is required to begin solving the environmental 
problem and this is strongly bounded to his argument that we have both individual and collective 
responsibility. We should not just blame the governments and bigger institutions either because the 
root for the awakening and action begins with the individual.  And it does not end there. 124

According to Nhat Hanh we should not only destroy the boundaries between groups of people but 
also between other beings and non-beings. He argues we should let go of the idea of self and instead 
realising that there is no I, human being as such but that we are made of non-human elements and 
that is why we should also take care of and be concern about the non-human things in the world and 
let go also of the idea of living-beings as every living thing is constructed of non-living elements.  125

This is a strong argument for non-discrimination and non-violence towards all beings and non-
beings and why both the individual and the collective should be cautious of their karmic effects. 
According to Nhat Hanh, we are not just our bodies we are all other beings and non-beings as well 
and there is no thing that would not have an (karmic) effect on us and vice versa.  126

3.2.6 The call for a immediate spiritual revolution - concrete 
examples  
Nhat Hanh advocates for concrete action, and for immediate action as well. Nhat Hanh recognises 
the emergency of the state of the environmental crisis and writes “A spiritual revolution is needed if 
we are going to confront the environmental challenges that face us”.  To summarise what 127

previously assigned in this chapter Nhat Hanhs engaged practice and environmentalism is strongly 
linked with the mindfulness aspect of the Buddhist practice. He claims the with the awareness that 
begins with the individual self cultivation and with that progress to bigger groups it is possible to 
find insight to the true nature of reality. With this understanding of the cosmology, we have potential 
to realise how the interconnectedness, interdependence and impermanence build a strong ground for 
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environmentalist action as it is a motivation for non-discrimination, non-judgementalism, non-
violence and a holistic loving-kindness action towards all beings and non-beings. With the 
mindfulness practices it is possible to find this insight and remove the negative emotions caused by 
the attachment to dual, self-and ego-centred worldview. As stated before Nhat Hanh thinks Buddhist 
ethics are always equivalent to their historical and social context with is an extremely important 
aspect of the engaged nature of the practice, if not outright foundational. In his book The world we 
have he : a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology talks about the “Buddha of our time”  and 128

this characterises both Nhat Hanhs view of the human potential to the Buddha-nature and the 
relevance of the Buddhist ethics. He also emphasises the every-day nature of the practice and action 
and argues that mindfulness is not something you go and find somewhere ‘outside’ but what you 
can find and use in your everyday life.  129

“No Car Day” 
On Buddhas 2550th birthday Nhat Hanh realised the concept of ‘No car day’ which encourages 
people to use some other form of transportation for one day a week.  This example is a very 130

concrete example of an environmental action that is both relevant to our time and social context. He 
writes: “adopting the practice of No-Car Days has given us a lot of joy because we know that we 
are doing something. We don’t want to be victims of despair. Our message is first and foremost a 
nonverbal one; our message is our own action”.131

Gathas for mindful action 
In the third part of his book The world we have : a Buddhist approach to peace and ecology Nhat 
Hanh offers the reader some gathas to practice mindfulness in action. Gathas are short verses that 
could be compared to poems in their literary form. He begins with the everyday life and writes: 
“Reciting these short verses will bring awareness, peace and joy to simple activities we may take 
for granted, like eating a bread, washing our hands, taking out the garbage”.  But as earlier stated, 132

mindfulness and awareness is the base for the environmental action. A change in the the attitude is 
needed and therefore Nhat Hanh begins with the small things and the individual aspect. He 
continues: “Gathas reminds us that the Earth provides us with precious gifts every day”  which 133

can be seen as the motivation for the fact that the small and everyday things matter the most when 
aiming to change the attitude of the whole humankind. In these, he also guides the reader to raise 
awareness to the interconnected and non-dual reality advises the individual to understand that they 
are connected with all other people of all times and also the Earth herself.  I will now present 3 of 134

these gathas to give the reader a better understanding of the nature of Nhat Hanhs work. 

Serving food 
In this food 
I see clearly 
The entire universe 
Supporting my existence  135
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Touching the Earth 
Earth brings us into life 
And nourishes us.
Earth take us back again 
We are born and we die in every breath136

Recycling
In this garbage I see a rose 
In the rose I see garbage 
Everything is in transformation 
Even permanence is impermanence137

Earth peace treaty commitment sheet
After this he gives an Earth peace treaty commitment sheet where the reader can check with a “X” 
the points he wants to act on. This is the most definite guideline and motivation to environmentalist 
action the books offer and it neatly sums up Nhat Hanhs aims. He gives options such as walk or 
bike to places instead of using a car, reduce the amount of flight hours, use less electricity in various 
ways, grow and/or produce own produce, buy local and organic, use reusable products instead of 
buying new ones, write to political actors to make a change and support environmental 
organisations.  138

Ten love letters to the earth 
In book Love letter to the earth includes 10 writings called “Ten love letters to the earth”. 
According to Nhat Hanh: “They are contemplations that can help create an intimate conversation, a 
living dialogue with our planet.”.   This, in my opinion is the foundation for all Nhat Hanhs 139

mindfulness work and practice. It essential for understanding his perception of the living nature and 
its connection to the earth. These letters are very personal in their nature, like writing to a friend. 
They thank and praise the earth for its existence and its work and effort for us.  Nhat Hanh in 140

these letters gives plenty of promises to the earth, to take care and appreciate her and to attempt to 
evolve in the self cultivating practices and find deeper awareness. He writes for example: “This is 
why I make a deep vow today, with gratitude and love in my heart, to cherish and protect your 
beauty, to embody your wondrous conciseness in my own life” , “I aspire to practice to love 141

Mother Earth, Father Sun and for human beings to love one another with radiant insight of non 
duality and inter-being in order to help us transcend all kinds of discrimination, fear, jealousy, 
resentment, hatred, and despair” , “Dear Mother, thanks to the precious gift of awareness, we can 142

recognise our own presence and realise our true place in you and the cosmos. We humans are no 
longer naive in thinking ourselves as the masters of the universe”  and finally “Dear Mother, 143

today, we offer you our solemn reply, “Yes Mother, you can count on us””.  Even though these 144

letters are personal, they still send a clear message: the true way to practice is to act. 
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Chapter 4: Summary 
In this chapter I am summarising what has been researched in my study and will answer the 
research question that is based on what has been analysed in the thesis. Studying the two books 
from Nhat Hanh: Love letter to the earth and The world we have : a Buddhist approach to peace 
and ecology, how does he construct a view on Buddhistic ecology by interpreting and using the 
traditional Buddhist view on the nature, beings, non-beings and the relationship between 
them and how does he motivate his (environmental)activism and engaged practice from these 
ideas?

Buddhism is a huge religious tradition and it is and has been practised all over the world for more 
than 2500 years. Therefore it must be acknowledged that the doctrines and practises are 
geographically differently. For example different texts are emphasised more and given more value 
in different parts of the world which affect the cosmological and ethical views of the tradition as 
well as the formation of the practice.  

In chapter 2 of my study I presented the traditional Buddhistic world view and cosmology as well as 
the Buddhistic ethics and morals. As stated in chapter 3 of my study, it appears that Nhat Hanh does 
accept these views and principles for the most part. The traditional cosmology that is based on the 
non-dual and interconnected nature and reality is something Nhat Hanh holds near when 
constructing his ecological perspective. He is influenced by the cosmology of Avataṃsaka Sūtra 
that claims everything in the universe to be interpenetrating. Nhat Hanh holds this claim of 
interconnection as the ground principle for his environmentalism. The interconnection between and 
interdependence of the humans and the nature is the root for why the individual should care for the 
environment. He claims that when the earth suffers, we suffer; when we harm the earth we also 
harm ourselves. This non-dualistic perception of the world applies also to the nature of the 
individual. It is widely accepted in the Buddhistic tradition that there does not exist an inherent “I” 
and this is called no-self, anatman. The “I” is perceived as something negative: an ego having 
attachment. The false perception of an existing “self” and the ego are seen to be the cause of dukkha 
(suffering, stress) and by following the principles of the Four noble truths, it is possible to get rid of. 
The egoistic “I” that holds a negative value is also something that Nhat Hanh aims to guide the 
practisioner away from which can be seen to be motivated by both his cosmological and ethical 
understanding of the doctrine such as the interconnection and the Four noble truths. Nhat Hanh 
argues that the false perception of the “self” and the reality to be permanent, causes both the 
suffering (dukkha) of human herself and the planet. This is, according to Nhat Hanh, something we 
can work our way out of with the raise of awareness using the self-cultivation practices and 
methods he also creates and uses. This is strongly linked to the thought of working our way out of 
the suffering (dukkha) with the raise of our awareness and eventually enlightenment such as it is 
presented in the breaking the chain between the links of dependent co-arising to understand the true 
nature of reality and the cause of suffering. 

Buddhism holds a perception of impermanence which effects the nature of everything, also the 
individual. I would argue Nhat Hanh agrees with this. How this impermanent, interconnected 
perspective affect his environmental work can be linked to the ethical principles of non-violence 
and the instrinct value of things. Nhat Hanh is an advocate for these ethical principles that are 
broadly accepted in Buddhism. What is characteristic for his way of thought is the historical and 
social contextual bond of the Buddhistic ethics. This shows also in his environmentalist message 
and work. He writes about “the Buddha of our time” which is a perfect example of why he thinks 
the ethics and morals have their relevance in our time. As the nature of all things is ever changing, 
so is the Buddha-nature, the ethics, morals and actions. Not in their doctrinal core but in the effort. 
Because of this the environmentalism Nhat Hanh advocates for can be according to him be 
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understood as a natural continuity to the traditional doctrine. The engaged nature of Buddhist 
practise is closely linked to the thought of the karma and the karmic effect which also concern Nhat 
Hanh to a great extend. He claims also our karma is interconnected and that is why we should first 
of all be concern about the karmic effects in a broader extend than just our individual but also work 
in groups as the karmic effect is more forceful that way. How to change our karmic effect is with 
the raise of awareness and mindfulness practices. In Nhat Hanhs work mindfulness is, if not the 
most important thing, a cornerstone. Mindfulness-practices, according to Nhat Hanh, is 
foundational for all activism and engaged practice, one does not exist without the other. He argues 
mindfulness to be our way out from the environmental crisis. It is something universal and 
religious-boundaries (and all boundaries, both human and non-human)-crossing. Nhat Hanhs 
mindfulness begins with the individual healing and moves then broader to the collective healing and 
towards to the healing of our planet. His perception of this potential of both individual and 
collective awareness and healing is strongly linked to the Buddhist idea of Buddha-nature. Nhat 
Hanh strives against the mainstream thought of the the Buddha-nature inherent to only sentient 
beings as he acknowledges also the Buddha-nature of non-sentient beings. This can be seen for 
example in his perception of the personification of the Earth as a mother. The examples that I have 
brought up in my study, such as the Gathas and Ten love letters to the earth, present Nhat Hanh’s 
cosmological understanding and it’s link between the value of the nature and why and how we 
should both think and act. The no-car-day and Earth peace treaty commitment sheet, are 
respectively more practical guidelines for the required action, but in the contexts of his writings in 
the books, there are a strong link to both his ethical and cosmological constructions.

In the books written by Nhat Hanh that I have examined in the study, he offers the reader both a 
strong doctrinal ground for mindfulness practices and concrete practices to implement in the 
individual and collective use. As a reader, it is easy to connect the concrete practices to his views on 
the ecology. Nhat Hanh offers a broad outlook in both of these books on how he constructs his 
cosmological views and how it connects to his ethical values, how these should be applied to the 
individual and collective practice and why it is relevant to do so. It is easy to see how his perception 
and interpretation of the interconnected, non-dual cosmology works as a ground for an non-
egocentric and non-anthropocentristic way of thought that practice non-violence, non-
judgementalism and holistic mindfulness consumption  in a both individual and collective context 
and lays a strong ground for environmental activism in behalf of the Buddhist tradition.  
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